Abstract. Suppose that y is a continuous homomorphism of a locally compact group G into another such group, H, then ¡p induces in a natural way a homomorphism
Introduction. Suppose that <p is a continuous homomorphism of a locally compact group G into another such group, 77, then <p induces in a natural way a homomorphism <p* of the measure algebra of G, called M(G), into M(H). The action of 9* on the subspaces L1(G) (measures absolutely continuous with respect to left Haar measure of G) and M0(C7) is studied in this paper. The space A70(G) is the nonabelian analogue to the space of measures on a locally compact abelian group whose Fourier-Stieltjes transforms vanish at infinity, and is defined herein. This space was originally defined and studied in a previous paper of the authors. A theorem in §2 says that if go is an open homomorphism then <p*(M0(G))cM0(77). If G and 77 are abelian, an analysis of the topological properties of <p and $, the induced map of fi-> G (where G is the character group of G), carried out in §1, gives a converse to the above theorem; in fact, if cp is not open, then <p*(M(G)) C\ Mo(77) = {0}. The main tool for this theorem is the fact, proved in §1, that 9 is open if and only if 9 is proper (i.e., the inverse image under 9 of a compact set is compact). In §3 further properties of M0iG) for abelian or compact groups G are derived. One result is an extension of a classical result of Rajchman to abelian groups with a certain property, and examples are presented to illustrate this property. Another result says that if <p is an ergodic homomorphism of a compact group G into itself and p. e M0(G), then (<p*)np-converges to p(G) times the Haar measure of G as « -> oo, in the weak-* topology.
1. Topological properties of homomorphisms. In this paper, G and H will always denote locally compact groups with the identity element of each denoted by e, and 93 will denote a continuous homomorphism of G into H. Below We state now some easy consequences of the definition of proper maps, with short or omitted proofs. Some will be in terms of generalized sequences, or nets.
Proposition.
93 is proper if and only if xa j> 00 in G implies <pxa -¿*-00 in H, for all nets Lra}c G.
The following uses the group properties to give a local characterization of proper homomorphisms.
93 is proper if and only if for any compact neighborhood V of e in H, <p_1(V) is a compact neighborhood o/ker 93, the kernel of<p.
The following describes the possible limit points of nets {<pxa} where xa ^> 00 in G. 3 . Proposition. If <p is not proper, then for any y eel (93(G)), there exists a net {x^^G such that xa -z-> 00 and <pxa j* y. Equivalently, if <p is not proper, then
where Kc is the set-theoretic complement of K.
Proof. If 93 is not proper, then there is a compact set E^H, such that 9>_1(£) is not compact in G. Let {xa} be a net in 93-1(F) such that xa 5-*-00. Extract a subnet {xe} such that 93^ ¡p> y for some y e E. Then clearly y e cl (93(G)), and further for any xeG, xxB j* 00, and <p(xxß) j*-(<px)y. So the set of limit points is invariant under translation by points in 93(G), and it is also closed and nonempty; thus it equals cl (93(G)). □ 4. Proposition. 93 is proper if and only if 93 is a strict morphism and ker 93 is compact.
Proof. Consider the canonical decomposition G-^-^77 G/ker <p -£* 9(G) If 9 is proper, then 9 is a closed mapping and in particular 9(G) is closed in 77 [1, p. 101] . It follows that 9 is a closed mapping and thus 9 is a strict morphism.
If 9 is a strict morphism and F is a compact set in 77, then ^"'(in 9(G)) is compact in G/ker 9. Now since ker9 is compact, 9_1(F) = 7r_19_1 (Fn 9(G) Note. The remaining definition and theorems in this section pertain to (locally compact) abelian groups G and 77 with duals (i.e., character groups) G and H respectively.
Definition. For 9 a continuous homomorphism of G into 77, define the induced homomorphism 9 of 77 into G, by ix, 97) = i<px, y) for all y e H, xe G. Since the topologies of G and H can be taken to be the compact-open topologies as spaces of functions on G and 77, respectively, we see immediately that 9 is a continuous homomorphism.
Theorem. 9 is proper if and only if$ is open, and 9 is open if and only if$ is proper.
Proof. It is enough to prove half of this statement, since the map induced by 9 on the character groups of G and 77 can be identified with 9 by the Pontryagin duality theorem. Suppose 9 is proper or open, then (see Proposition 4) 9 is a strict morphism and 9(G) is a closed subgroup of 77. We have the following: G -► G/ker 9 ~ 9(G) -U H G *JL (ker <p)L fe Hl<p(Gy <-Ê where groups and maps in the same column are dual to each other. For if F is a closed subgroup of G and E1={yeG : (x, y) = l for all xeE}, then EL is the dual of G\E, and F is the dual of G\EL [14, Chapter 2] . Since G/ker 9 is homeomorphic to 9(G), we have that HfoiG)1 is homeomorphic to (ker 9)1. Suppose fd<p*p. = f(<px) dp.(x), h Jo for all/e C0(H). Clearly 93* is linear and continuous with \<p*p.\ 0. |/x||. By standard limit arguments we can see that ¡Hfd<p*p. = lGf(<px)dp.(x) for all bounded continuous functions/on H.
Proposition. 93* is a continuous Banach algebra homomorphism of M(G) into M(H).
Proof. It is enough to show <p*(p. * v) = (y*p) * (<j>*v) for p.,veM(G). Let
Jh Jh Jh = Kvxyy) dp(x) dv(y) (by Fubini's theorem)
Jg Jg ' f(<p(xy)) dp.(x) dv(y) = f(<px) dp, * v(x) and LxiH) with closed ideals of MiG) and M(77) respectively in the standard way.
(Now we introduce a lemma which will be used in three different cases.) For convenience we discuss a rather abstract situation in the following. Suppose JfG is a norm on MiG), such that it is invariant under left translation (i.e. ^rG(F(x)/x) = jVG(p) where L(x) is defined by ¡GfdL(x)p. = ¡af(xy) dp.(y), for all fie C0iG)), and >"0(p)^||/Lt|¡ for all peMiG).
Let XG=={p e MiG) : ^TG(F(x)p-p)-^0 as x-^e in G}. Clearly XG is a closed subspace of M(G), in fact if ||p" -p|| ->-0,
etc. Note that by the translation invariance the map x \-> L(x)p is uniformly continuous on G for each pe XG where we give M(G) the ./f^-topology. Suppose further that Jíy¡ is a norm on M(77) with properties similar to JfQ, and let XH be similarly defined.
11. Lemma. Let JfG, AAH, XG, XH be as above and suppose that 9 is open, and J^H(<p*p)^J^G(p)fior all p e M(G), then <p*XG<= XH.
Proof. Let pe Xa and e > 0, then there exists a neighborhood U of e in G such that xeU implies JAG(L(x)p -p) <e. Since 9 is open we have that <piU) is a neighborhood of e in 77. Let se<piU), then there is x e U with s=<px, and >'h(L(ä)9*P-9'V) = ^h(<P*(F(X)P-p)) == -^aiLixh-p) < e (observe, for fie C0(77), that ¡HfdLis)<p*p, = \Gfis<py) dp.iy)=¡afi<pixy)) dpiy) =¡Gfi<py)dLix)piy)). D
We will now define some candidates for JAG, JAH. Let 7r be a continuous unitary representation of G on the Hubert space 3^n, and define ßiv) = JG nix) dpix), a weak integral giving a bounded operator on 3^n with norm ||£(7r)||-Let AG(p) = sup {|[p(ir)|| : 77 is a continuous unitary representation of G}. It is easy to see that AG satisfies the above hypotheses for JAG, since for each n, ||(F(x)p)^(7r)|| = ||/î(7r)[| S|ft|, and AG(p) = 0 implies p = 0 by the Gel'fand Raikov theorem. Let AG(p) = ||/i(p)||, where p is the left regular representation of G on L\G), i.e. pix)fiy) =fix~1y) for almost all y eG. Thus fiip) is the convolution operator/i-^-p */(j) = |G/(x~1>') dpix) for almost all j e G,feL2iG), and AG is its norm. Clearly AG also satisfies the above hypotheses for JTG and N'G(p) ^ AG(p) ^ ||p||.
Indeed we can obtain AG by taking the supremum over only the irreducible unitary continuous representations (see [5, §1.24] ). In case the group G is compact these representations are finite dimensional, and in fact AG(p) = AG(p).
It is known [5, §1.16] that AG(p)=AG(p) for all tie MiG) if and only if G is amenable (i.e. there exist invariant means on LxiG)).
In a previous paper we showed that for the norms || ■ || (measure norm), AG, and NG the corresponding space XG is in fact the closure of L\G) in the pertinent norm [3] . Of course the fact that for || • || the space Xa is L1iG) was discovered earlier by Rudin [13] . [October Definition. If G is compact or abelian, then the space Xa corresponding to NG = Na is called M0(G), since, for p. e M0(G), \\fi(Tr)\\ -*■ 0 as -n -> oo in the dual, or character group respectively. In fact, for G compact, the dual G is a set of finite-dimensional representations. Following our notation in [4], we let J §?°°(G) ={<P = (<Px)xea ■ 9m is a bounded operator on J^a, ||93||e0=supn ¡93n|| <oo}, a C*-algebra. Note that the Fourier transformation, p. \-+ fi, maps M(G) one-to-one, into 3"°(Ô). Further let %(G) = {<pe 3"*>(G) : for each e>0, H-pJ^e for only finitely many -n e 6}. This is clearly the closed subalgebra spanned by the elements of J¡?°°(G) with finite support in G (which correspond to trigonometric polynomials on G). We now similarly define NH, 7Y¿, M0(H) and M¿(H).
Theorem. Let <p be an open homomorphism of G into H. Then 93*(La(G)) <=L\H) and<p*(M0(G))<=M0(H).

Proof. Taking a/TG to be [| ■ || in Lemma 11 we see immediately from the above remarks that <P*(L1(G))c:LX(H).
Let it be a continuous unitary representation of H and let p. e M(G), then (93*-x)"(tt) = n(s) d(p*p,(s) = n(<px) dp.(x) = fi(n ° 93).
Jh Jg
We are here using the formula for q>*p, for operator-valued functions, but this can be justified by weak-integral arguments. Proof. It is clearly enough to show that A¿(9*p) == A¿(p), that is [|(9*p)~0>/i)|| u\\ßiPa)\\ for all peM(G).
Suppose that v e M(H) and is supported by an open subgroup F of 77. Then it is clear that the left Haar measure of 77 restricted to F is a left Haar measure for F, and L2(H) is a direct sum of copies of L2(E) (one for each left coset Es of E) and the convolution operator norm of v acting on L2(H) is the same as that on L2(E). Now let p. e M(G), then 9*p is supported by 9(G), an open subgroup of 77, and furthermore, we can identify 9(G) with G/ker 9 (since 9 is a strict morphism). Thus we need only consider p as a convolution operator on F2(G/ker 9). Now Proof. Since 9 is not open, the induced map 9: 7?-» ô is not proper, so by Proposition 3, for any £ecl (9(77)) <=G, there exists a net {y^^-H such that y a a~* °° in H and <pya j* |. Let p e MiG), yen, then WpTiy) = is, y) d<p*p.(s) = (9*, y) dp-ix)
Jh Ja = j ix, <py) dpix) = ßi$y).
Let e> 0, then there exists y0 e Ê such that |i<p*p)~iy0)\ > NHi<p*p) -e. Now there Rudin [14, p. 88] shows that if <p is proper then <p*(L\G))<=L\H). We conjecture that Theorem 14 holds in the case that H is a compact group, and G and H are nonabelian.
We have recently shown for any infinite nondiscrete locally compact group that Ma(G) n M0(G)={0}.
3. Some applications. If G is abelian and y a (continuous) character of G then we define y*, a homomorphism of M(G) into M(T) (a character, of course, is a continuous homomorphism of G into F, the circle group {zeC : \z\ = 1}). We will study the limiting behavior of y*p, as y -*■ oo in G for a measure p, e M0(G). The theorem we prove below depends on the power mappings of G (i.e. x \-> nx, « = 1,2,...) being open. 16 . Theorem. Let G be a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group with the property that each power map Tn : x t-»-nx («=1,2,..., additive notation) is open, or equivalently by Theorem 8 that each fn:y\-^ny is proper on G, and let f be a Riemann-integrable function on T and let p, e M0(G). Then lim fdy*p. = \ dp, \ fdmT.
Proof. Since M0(G) is a band we may assume that p.^0. As y->oo, «y-^-oo since fn is proper (see Proposition 1). Thus as y->oo, (y*pCp(n)=ß(ny)^-Q for «=¿0, and (yVr(0)=A(0). Thus as y -> 00, (y*p)~ -*■ (ß(0)mTT pointwise on Z ( = F), the integers. Hence as y ->oo, y*p, ->-ß(0)mT in the weak-* topology. The extension to Riemann-integrable functions is standard since p. was chosen nonnegative (see [9, p. 40] ). □ Remark. It is quite easy to prove a converse for this theorem, in fact, if the above limit relation holds just for the function/(ei9) = ei8 all real 6, then p. e MQ(G).
For G = T, Theorem 16 shows that if p e M0(T), then as n -> oo, I"2" h -a C2"
x(nt)dp(t)-r°-T?-\ dp.(t) Examples. In Theorem 16, we assumed that each power map fn : y i-> ny on G is proper. This is the case for G = R (the reals), Z (the integers), A(p) (the p-adic integers), p prime, Q(p) (the p-adic numbers), 2™=iZ(pn) where pn ;p* oo and Z(p) denotes the finite group with p elements, and finite combinations thereof. The case of G = 2"=i Zip) f°r a fixed prime p will be handled in the subsequent proposition.
Suppose G is a ocompact, locally compact abelian group and tn is one-to-one. Now fn is proper provided Tn(G) is closed in G by Corollary 7. One might conjecture that in any case fn will always be proper. That this is not true was communicated to us by Karl Hofmann. Let G be the local direct product [7, p . 57] of the 2-adic numbers, Í2(2), relative to the 2-adic integers, A(2). Thus G consists of elements of the form {x"}™= i e ]~[ñ= i ^(2) where xn e A(2) except for a finite number of indices. Let 77=n£'=i A(2)<=G be declared to be a compact open subgroup with its product topology. Now G is a tr-compact, locally compact abelian group and t2 is one-to-one. Now F2 is not proper since f2 1(H) is not compact (equivalently since f2(G) is not closed in G).
17. Proposition. Let p be a fixed prime and let G = \~\^=yZ(p). Let mp be the Haar measure of{e2"ilclp : k = 0, 1,..., p-1} with total mass 1, and let p. e A70(G). Then as y -> co in G, y*p -> (J"G dp)mp in the weak-* topology.
Proof. Use the methods similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 16. □ The fact that ew -> enW, n ^ 2, is an ergodic homomorphism of T onto itself and that it is involved with M0iT) by way of the Rajchman theorem leads us to consider ergodic homomorphisms of compact groups in general.
Definition. Let G be a compact (not necessarily abelian) group and let 9 be a continuous homomorphism: G ^ G. We say that 9 is measure-preserving if mGi<t>~1iE)) = mGiE) for all Borel sets E^G. From this one can derive that the induced map U on L2(G) given by t//(x)=/(9x)
is an isometry (see [6, p. 13] ). Now we say 9 is ergodic if it is measure-preserving, and Uf=f,feL2iG) implies/ is constant.
Remark. Rajagopalan and Schreiber [11] have studied ergodic automorphisms. It is easy to see that 9 is measure-preserving if and only if 9 is onto G for compact groups.
